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Turning up the heat: Temperature influences the relative importance
of top-down and bottom-up effects
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Abstract. Understanding how communities respond to changes in temperature is a major
challenge for community ecology. Temperature influences the relative degree to which top-
down and bottom-up forces structure ecological communities. In greenhouse experiments
using the aquatic community found in pitcher plants (Sarracenia purpurea), I tested how
temperature affected the relative importance of top-down (mosquito predation) and bottom-
up (ant carcasses) forces on protozoa and bacteria populations. While bottom-up effects did
not vary consistently with temperature, the top-down effects of predators on protozoa
increased at higher temperatures. These results suggest that temperature could change the
relative importance of top-down and bottom-up effects in ecological communities.
Specifically, higher temperature may increase the strength of top-down effects by raising
predator metabolic rate and concomitant processes (e.g., activity, foraging, digestion, growth)
relative to cooler temperatures. These findings apply broadly to an understanding of trophic
interactions in a variable environment and are especially relevant in the context of ongoing
climate change.
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INTRODUCTION

Both ‘‘top-down’’ and ‘‘bottom-up’’ forces affect
populations within a food web, and their relative
importance is influenced by many factors. Bottom-up
regulation occurs through resource availability at the
base of the food web, such that increased productivity at
lower trophic levels results in increased productivity at
higher trophic levels (Elton 1927). Top-down regulation
occurs through predator populations limiting prey
populations, such that the addition of more predators
reduces the biomass of their prey (Oksanen et al. 1981).
The relative importance of these forces varies in different
systems and influences food web structure and dynamics
(Hunter and Price 1992). Numerous biotic and abiotic
variables that differ among systems in time and space
may influence the relative importance of top-down and
bottom-up effects (Polis and Winemiller 1996, Gripen-
berg and Roslin 2007, and references therein).
Temperature is an abiotic factor that varies consider-

ably in many natural systems and may influence the
relative importance of top-down and bottom-up effects
(Chase 1996, Ritchie 2000). Increased temperature
accelerates metabolism and can potentially alter the
relative strengths of top-down and bottom-up effects.
Faster metabolism of predators will increase their

foraging, consumption, digestion, and growth rates
(Brown et al. 2004), thus increasing top-down effects
(O’Connor et al. 2009). Faster metabolism may also
accelerate growth and reproduction of basal trophic
levels (Brown et al. 2004), increasing decomposition and
productivity and thus enhancing bottom-up effects.
However, metabolism scales unimodally along a tem-
perature gradient (Cossins and Bowler 1987). Therefore
metabolic rate declines at temperatures above the
thermal optimum, potentially weakening the strength
of top-down and bottom-up effects at the hottest
temperatures.

Temperature-mediated metabolic changes can also
influence population dynamics (Brown et al. 2004) and
thereby affect the relative importance of top-down and
bottom-up effects. However, we have few experimental
tests of this prediction. In grassland systems, a decrease
in temperature has been shown to increase the effect of
predation by spiders (Chase 1996) and decrease the
effect of nutrients (Ritchie 2000) on the population
density of insect herbivores. This result occurs because
insects feed less at lower temperatures, so the relative
importance of food resources declines as temperature
decreases. In addition, the relative importance of
predation increases because herbivores feed less and
cannot replace eaten individuals. Conversely, as tem-
perature rises, the importance of bottom-up effects
would be expected to increase as herbivores feed more at
higher temperatures. These results are sensitive to initial
temperature conditions and might change in response to
different starting points or tolerance levels. In a pair of
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